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Conference Call Meeting Summary 

June 7, 2012 
 

Participants: Venu Gupta, Member Andy Lemer, Member 
 Dennis Randolph, Member Laura Cabiness, Member 
 
Absent: Jim Nichols, Chair Sherri McIntyre, Member 
 Patty Hilderbrand, Director-at-Large 
 
Staff: Teresa Hon Joan Awald 
 
Call to order – Venu Gupta served as chair; meeting was called to order at 1:05pm CDT. 
 
Review of meeting summary of 5/3/2012 – The summary was approved. 
 
Center for Sustainability – Representatives from the Center were not available.  Teresa Hon 
explained the Center’s goal of partnering with all technical committees to integrate 
sustainability in all aspects of public works.  Representatives will be invited to future E&T 
meetings.  Teresa encouraged members to review the Principals of Sustainability 
(http://www.apwa.net/centerforsustainability/Process/Principles-of-Sustainability) in 
preparation for next month’s call. In addition, please see May Reporter Article (pages 44-45). 
 
Topics for CLLs, Reporter Articles, and Congress Sessions – The list was not available for today’s 
meeting. Members were to send their ranking of topics to Carol so that she could compile for 
the committee’s review.  Those who did not forward their ranking are encouraged to do so 
immediately and send to Teresa.  Venu said it was critical that the updated list be available for 
the July meeting.  Teresa will locate the document in Carol’s files and forward to all members. 
The deadline for submitting Congress 2013 topics is not until September 30, 2012, so we can 
discuss preferences and potential speakers.  At the Congress meeting the committee will need 
to determine the three guaranteed topics.  
 
Project Delivery Manual Update – Dennis Randolph said he is getting feedback from a 
colleague in the next two weeks.  Teresa will create a link to the document (approximately 50-
60 pages) so members can review it; Google Docs will be used for the review process unless 
better free software is found.   
 
Enhanced Membership Benefits – Teresa said that offering CLLs at no cost to members 
provides an opportunity for committees to present topics that might not have been done in the 
past because of their limited marketability.  It will be possible to offer CLLs tailored for smaller 
audiences. 
 
Next conference call is July 19, 2012. 
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